The primary focus of this project is the playground as a generator of spaces for recreation, integration, identity expression of people in a group
Introduction
Playgrounds are designed to provide children with a carefree environment where they can have fun. Their infrastructure features a variety of elements, such as swings, slides, tracks, play towers, sand pits, sound and visual games, and building games. In addition to being open-air recreation areas where children can interact and enjoy themselves, playgrounds also foster basic elements of child physical development, such as strength, flexibility and coordination.
In terms of spatial structure and play activity equipment, Senda (1992) proposes seven ideas for the design of such play spaces:
"My research suggests that satisfactory play space and equipment have the following seven requirements.
There must be a circulation of play. That is to say, there must be a clear flow
of movement which comprises one big activity.
The process must be safe but rich in variety.
3. The process must not be singularly patterned and must have shortcuts and bypasses.
4. The process must entail symbolic high places. and how these will interact with the facilities of the future recreation area. The design and development of the recreation area must result from the study and analysis of the local environment, with a focus on physical features, social context, and particularly, the involvement of future users. In this sense, involving the community is a good first step towards success. In the case of the abovementioned playground, the neighbourhood association participated in the design, and was sensitive to the positive psychological effects associated with colours on the elderly people that use it frequently due to its central location and accessibility.
Playgrounds are the result of justifying the use of spaces in modern society. The allocation of play areas forms part of broader urban land use management, which traditionally sought to organise land into specific areas with certain functional identities. However, these actions have proved both successful and unsuccessful.
The aim of this project is to analyse the course of action to design and create spaces which are sustainable, safe, self-built, dynamic, and in tune with the identity of playing in small urban spaces.
The history of playgrounds
Most children born from the 20 th century onwards have enjoyed playing in certain play spaces, however, this was not always the case. Prior to the 19 th century, specific children's play areas simply did not exist.
In the early years, so-called Sand Gardens were created in Germany, in 1885, and the first children's playgrounds appeared in Boston, USA, in 1886. However, it was not until the 20 th century that recreation spaces started to become a common sight in public areas. (Frost, 2010, p. 108).
Along with industrialisation came an increased interest in the well-being of people. As a result, children's playgrounds were designed with the purpose of improving quality of life in areas suffering from overcrowding, poor living conditions and social segregation. In this way, children were kept away from the dangerous streets and could improved their physical health and social skills, while also experiencing the joy of playing.
In 1906, the Playground Association of America was founded in order to promote the creation of children's play spaces. It established guidelines for the design, construction, maintenance, use and activities to be carried out in these areas. A number of rules and regulations were drafted for the construction of children's playgrounds in the USA. As Butler (1965) explains, these principles were fundamental for design and development:
"PAA's guiding principles were to assist cities in customizing a play and recreation plan for their local needs, develop the local leadership for sustained improvements, and to first improve existing playgrounds before establishing new play spaces. They were first concerned with quality programs and leadership more than with widespread quantity of playgrounds" (Butler, 1965, p. 57) .
Early playgrounds were built with galvanised steel tubes, vertical and horizontal elements, ladders and chains; designs that by modern standards would be deemed unsafe by the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Therefore, as these initial structures gradually fell into disrepair, they were replaced with new designs and materials.
The new play spaces incorporated natural materials, concrete, wood and plastic, and nowadays, a wide range of natural and artificial materials are used. Senda (1992) (Senda, 1992, p. 93) .
It is considered that an ideal play area should contain sections for boys and girls, spaces for physical activity, areas of garden, etc. There is also a more experimental current trend with a focus on integrating interactive sound and light elements into playgrounds.
In The Evolution of American Playgrounds, Joe Frost (2012) from the University of Texas presents his research into the historical evolution of public play spaces in the USA. The study provides a wealth of documentation and research on the subject, and serves as a guide to conduct a more detailed analysis of American playgrounds.
Below, we present a chronological summary of the history of children's playgrounds However, although urban playground equipment has largely been replaced over the years, the essence of these old relics can still be perceived. This suggests that playgrounds are more than just mere collections of equipment. In fact, their positioning and design demonstrate the original objectives that led to their creation: humanitarian reasons, school activities, community development, planning; all of which help us to understand the cultural context.
The value of recreation areas is determined by their physical setting. They were healthy spaces for inhabitants of cities and metropolitan areas; safe meeting places for children and adults alike. 
The aims and objectives of the research
Our research aim is based on an analysis of recreation spaces designed after the 19 th century
as new play area models within the urban fabric, as well as other contemporary projects linked with playgrounds. Therefore, it is essential to establish a series of guidelines for the design elements that we consider fundamental for the ideal playground:
− The quality of an Adventure Playground is demonstrated by its continuous development and unfinished design; a "terrain vague" that facilitates different ideas and concepts of recreation and play for children.
− The natural pace and rhythm of children must be respected, and adults should adapt accordingly, in order to positively encourage the development of their skills. It is essential for children to experiment with their immediate environment through play activities. Therefore, they require a space where they can spend time and play without the restrictions of an adult.
− The play space should incite curiosity, ingenuity and experimentation, helping children to become motivated, alert and critical individuals.
− Children should acquire basic principles of architecture so that they can become wellinformed users, with a critical judgement about their immediate environment.
− Children should be encouraged to study, interpret and comprehend their surrounding urban environment. It is important for society to have an understanding of the environment and setting of the playground, as well as its architecture, and also how the city can integrate with public spaces.
− Multidisciplinary and group activities should be created with the purpose of sharing experiences and ideas from the perspective of architecture, city planning, design, art installations and temporary art interventions.
− We must strive to educate through the medium of art and the concept of architecture forming a part of a whole, in order to foster ingenuity, creativity, and artistic expression. Architecture demonstrates an understanding of space and draws our attention to specific forms and shapes.
− We must develop new urban strategies and elements such as playgrounds, school trips, etc., which help to develop a child's personal autonomy, growth and integration in society.
− It is crucial to offer a vision of urban design while respecting the ideas of each child, by taking into account their opinions, needs and requirements, and paying close attention to accessibility and integration.
Justification
Play has an important role in childhood development as it has the potential to foster creativity, communication, creation of identity and integration in multicultural groups, not to mention the benefits of playing for the pleasure of playing.
In this respect, Huizinga (1972) explains that the action of playing transmits the cultural concepts that are established through the meanings that make up our presence and identity in the world:
"Play, understood as a common homeland, reveals itself to us as the Pangaea of all culture and the origin of all of humankind's doing, which is nothing more than playing" (Huizinga, 1972, p. 7) .
As previously mentioned, due to municipal management and health and safety requirements, current play spaces are usually very uniform in terms of structure and materials.
The principle idea is to raise awareness and generate interest in incorporating creative elements, the essence of the setting, and the participation of children, in the design and development of the playground. One concern is that currently there is clear design trend that favours safe play spaces that isolate children, and which are either unconsciously accepted or rejected by the users. These spaces offer no opportunity for shared experiences with adults, as the latter are usually relegated to the position of spectators while the children play.
In this analysis, it is important to remember the origins of playgrounds both in the USA and Europe. A differentiation must be made between the recreation spaces designed to prevent crime by providing youths and marginalised groups with a setting for social interaction, many of which are located in the USA, and the spaces created by citizens in Europe to occupy war-torn parts of cities with the hope of improving their environment, offering their children a better childhood, and producing aesthetically beautiful neighbourhoods.
Innovative proposals for playgrounds
Playgrounds have experienced great change in recent decades. The concept of recreation spaces is relatively modern, and even after the Second World War, the only places available for children to have fun and play were plots of open flat land. These spaces were not designed to be safe environments, and children would improvise games with any objects they could find. Essentially, these sites were usually waste ground, which were highly unsuitable for children.
For this reason, we have chosen playgrounds from the post-Second World War period until present day to study their evolution in terms of equipment and the new ludic discourse that they propose. Prior to this period, play spaces were uncommon, yet a small number did exist in squares and streets. However, the growth of cities and the introduction of cars soon took over these areas; places that Tonucci (Fratto) encourages us to take back.
As Sosoaga (2004) 
Parques de Aldo Van Eyck
Despite their reduced size, Aldo van Eyck's playgrounds were his most important architectural contribution. He discovered a humanist alternative to functional modernism which was seen as the new trend in architecture. He designed and developed an innovative post-war urban design model, which in the 1960s received the name of incremental strategy.
This design model met the needs of citizens, improving and transforming the possibilities offered by different sites. He tried to breathe new life into parts the city that had been abandoned after the war, turning them into spaces for everyday use and play.
Aldo van Eyck revolutionised the concept of urban regeneration in terms of large-scale town planning and design, which, until this point in time, had largely ignored the numerous plots of land that existed between buildings. The positioning of these dedicated recreation spaces was not established by means of a specially designed city plan, but rather responded to the concerns and needs of the local inhabitants, who were involved in the regeneration and improvement of their immediate environment.
Furthermore, Aldo van Eyck was the first person to propose an alternative vision to the earlier children's play area movement. During the post-war reconstruction process in Amsterdam, the Dutch architect conceived a new way to reconsider the city and make use of vacant plots of land that had appeared due to bombing. Rather than erecting new buildings, these sites would become the first modern children's playgrounds as we know them today, featuring swings, metal bars and bridges. The architect focused on the people who would actually use the playground, namely, the children; something that had not been considered up until this point. (Vigotsky, 1995, pp. 187-188) . 
Kids Castle. Doylestown. Pensilvania
The aesthetic of this castle creates the feeling of being inside a story, in which children can pretend to be princes, princesses and dragons. The Kids Castle, located in Doylestown Central Park, is a wooden structure with eight different levels, designed by children from the neighbourhood through a competition in 1996.
In 1997, a municipal park committee was formed, comprising residents and children of the local community. The committee met with the architect, Bob Leathers, from Ithaca (New York), to work on the design for the children's playground. Several volunteers and sponsors joined forces to turn the concept of the Kids Castle into a reality. The committee raised money and obtained tools, building materials, tents, trailers, food and a team of people to look after the children. The park was built in just twelve days. Young and old volunteers alike joined forces, working collaboratively with experts to bring life to the children's dream. (Agamben, 2007, p. 76 ).
"When play invades one's life, it brings about change: it offers discontinuity and accelerates time. Play charges history from an exterior position which is not utopian nor spatial, but rather temporary; a future or a regenerative past"

Clemyjontri Park. Fairfax Country. Virginia
Clemyjontri Park boasts an innovative, large-scale and bright-coloured design. This structure was specifically designed for children with physical, sensory and developmental disabilities. This is a space where children can play together, no matter their differences. In this playground, children who use wheelchairs, walking frames, and other orthopaedic aids, or who have developmental disabilities, can have fun exploring and playing. This barrier-free zone allows for easy access and is designed to develop children's senses.
There is a roundabout, a picnic pavilion, and an easy-to-access car park just a short distance from the playground.
Imagination Playground
The Imagination Playground can be erected anywhere, since it comprises foam pieces that can be used in water or sand. Children are encouraged to stretch their imagination and explore infinite possibilities to create their own play spaces. According to Parellada (2005) , there are two related concepts: the imagination and motor skill expression:
"The imagination is that which we construct unconsciously through the actions we make and the experiences that we have in our relational context from a very early age. (Parellada, 2005, p. 19).
In a manner of speaking, the imagination develops through the actions of the child, while also becoming one of the most meaningful driving forces of this action. The body is the depositary and also expression of this double interaction"
Traditional children's play elements are usually fixed structures, such as, slides, climbing frames and seesaws, which focus on motor skill development. The Imaginary Playground is composed of "loose pieces" that the children use to transform their environment into their own personal play space.
There is a wide variety of elements: cubes, bricks, curved objects and cylinders. Children can fit these individual parts together in different ways to create dynamic, modifiable structures.
Parque Gulliver. Jardín del Turia Valencia
Parque Gulliver is located in the old Turia riverbed, near to the Ciudad de las Ciencias (City of Arts and Science) designed by Santiago Calatrava. The park, opened in 1990, was conceived with a project commissioned by the city hall to the architect, Rafael Rivera, designer, Sento Llobel, and the expert in the traditional Valencian Fallas festival, Manuel protagonist of Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift. Children climb on top of this 70 metre giant by means of ramps and stairs, only to descend on slides, recreating the scene from Swift's story when Gulliver arrives in Lilliput and is captured by its inhabitants.
The life-size version of Gulliver puts the user in the shoes of the Lilliputians from the story when they clamber on top of the giant. In terms of play, climbing is a powerful activity for children, as it develops their depth and size perception. Arquitecto: Rafael Rivera. Diseño: Sento Llobell.
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Toshiko Horiuchi Macadam Playgrounds
This Japanese-Canadian artist is known for her innovative and creative playground designs.
Born in 1940, she specialises in textile art, using traditional techniques, such as crochet, knitting and knot making. She creates seemingly weightless spaces with brightly-coloured net-like structures where children and adults move around freely.
According to the artist, her first pieces were intended to be works of art. However, during an exhibition in Rome, upon witnessing a group of children climbing over work, she immediately visualised the structure's potential ludic application. In her playgrounds, children play and run around, dodging rubber balls and other shapes that are suspended in air from the coloured fabric. In addition to her textile playgrounds in Hakone Open Air Museum (Japan) and the Takino Suzuran National Park (Korea), her first European offering can be found in Zaragoza (Spain).
As Solomon (2014) (Solomon, 2014, p. 63 In addition, several imitations of her designs have been produced, with multi-coloured net-like structures leaning on and hugging trees across the globe. These pieces serve more as pieces of art, rather than play spaces, thereby paying homage to the artist's original creations situated in the urban environment.
On the other hand, the quality of materials and health and safety standards have greatly
improved. Yet, it could be argued that aesthetics has suffered as health and safety issues have become the centre of focus, while structural beauty has all but been forgotten. Play is a fashionable word in urban planning, toy design and architecture, and is increasingly integrated into different disciplines of contemporary art, such as, interventions, installations and temporary art. Likewise, Gadamer (1991) (Gadamer, 1991) .
Public spaces offer urban, cosmopolitan and rural inhabitants the possibility to create a space of reference. This resource demonstrates how cities consider playscapes to be important elements for city planning and as a source and creation of identity.
Children's playgrounds are a relatively recent phenomenon that first appeared in cities in 
Description and analysis of research results
The examples presented in this project deal with art in its most complex forms, such as sculpture, painting, photography and gardens. Each discipline enriches our understanding by providing a distinct perspective of recreation spaces. They also offer innovative proposals for current children's playgrounds.
Although each play space undergoes a complex development process, they are sometimes located in leftover areas of cities that need to be used.
In many cases, these sites are located in city centres and their revitalisation can be successful due to a number of factors. For example, the involvement of citizens in the design and creation of the space is important as it reflects their community identity.
Another interesting aspect is that these spaces provide an opportunity for intergenerational interaction. Although sometimes certain resources must be generationspecific, it is equally important to have spaces that promote communication between generations and the active sharing of experiences.
Growing health and safety concerns regarding play areas have led to uniformity in the production of toys and play components by the large manufacturers. This trend means that the same equipment and play elements are found in different places; something that erroneously fails to properly consider the location and environment of the intended site.
One way to enrich the use of a playground is to use natural materials sourced from immediate environment, thereby reflecting the local identity in the design.
The concept of the modern children's playground should be interactive, purposeful, interdisciplinary and aesthetically beautiful, while offering a safe environment for the children that use it.
Conclusions and suggestions for implementation
The design and development of public children's playgrounds must consider the following fundamental ideas:
− Playgrounds are spaces for the different generations to enjoy in the public domain, and as such, they should respect the values of peace and harmony, thereby fostering child development through independent experimentation and play.
− They should respond to cultural manifestations of urban and cosmopolitan life, as well as being an expression of the community.
− Playgrounds should feature facilities and good accessibility for all types of disabled users, by means of sensory games and adapted equipment, while also meeting established health and safety requirements.
− They should foster playing and interaction in children, through different types of play elements: traditional toys, educational toys, sound, construction, instruments, design, electronics and technology, water, as well as other visual and interactive elements that encourage active participation.
However, it is important to highlight that the child does not necessarily require toys, but rather there is a need to strengthen the role of the educator in the representations of symbolic play that the child naturally initiates. Ruiz de Velasco (2006) − Finally, the design should be sustainable and raise awareness about the natural environment among children though playing.
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